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1.0 SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
This report describes the effort put forth to design and test an
alternate high capacity heat pipe. The period of performance was between June
1985 and March 1986.
The program reviews for all the presentations on the alternate high
capacity heat pipe portion are attached as Appendices B through D. These
reviews with the facing page words are presented as the Task reports required
in the contract. These reviews provide the background information necessary to
lead into this wrap-up report on the progress and final status of the Alternate
High Capacity Heat Pipe program. Appendix E provides detailed technical
progress and status of the program between final program review of 15 November
1985 and 24 February 1986. A brief synopsis of the program is still considered
viable for this report in addition to the attached reviews.
Under task I.I Heat Pipe Concept Studies were conducted. These
concepts started with the LTV capillary pumped heat pipe, Figure I, which used
the modified Cat's Eye for a condenser and a capillary pumped evaporator using
Porex I, a high density, small pore size 20 micron polyethylene material as the
wicking material. As shown in Figure 1 the evaporator section of the heat pipe
is round which provides an effective interface for a contact heat exchanger and
is required by the contract Statement of Work.
In conjunction with the testing of the Figure 1 capillary heat pipe
priming element, a consultant, Thermacore_ of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, was
contracted to help analyze the LTV heat pipe. Based upon the testing, with
results shown in Table I, and the analysis by LTV and Thermacore it was
concluded that: (I} the heat pipe was not primed; (2) the fluid flow from the
condenser to the evaporator was by puddle flow which severely limited the heat
load of the heat pipe to 330 watts maximum; (3) the Porex inserts in the cat's
eye artery did not insure condenser priming; and (4} if the artery prime is
ever lost, the shape of the cat's eye will prevent self or re-priming of the
artery. In conclusion to the analysis for the priming element under task I.I
it was determined that a method that would ensure complete artery priming must
be found.
Also under task I.I several concepts were proposed by LTV and
Thermacore. Six concepts were presented in the 23 August 1985 Program Review,
Appendix B. Between 23 August and 20 September 1985 a variety of additional
1 Registered trademark of Porex Technologies Corp.
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concepts shown in Appendix C were considered and analyzed with our "Heat Pipe
Performance Analyzer" computer routine listed in Appendix F. From the Program
Review of 20 September 1985, Appendix C, it was recommended that the optimized
capillary pumped (porous wick) evaporator mated with the Lockheed tapered
artery condenser (Figure 2) be used as the heat pipe for further study and
testing. The capillary pumped evaporator/tapered artery heat pipe was
predicted to be a moderate risk approach to achieve advantages in weight and
performance and to provide a round interface.
Under task 1.2, Element and Breadboard Tests, the initial intent of
this program was to develop a heat pipe from the cat's eye. condenser design.
Because the initial element testing of the Cat's Eye demonstrated a failure to
prime, task 1.2 was re-oriented to evolve the optimized capillary pumped
evaporator/tapered artery condenser design selected from concepts of task I.I.
The O.D. was changed to 1.75 inches to be compatible with the proposed Space
Erectable Radiator System (SERS) design. The new evaporator design is shown in
Figure 3. This design was based upon the optimization studies for vapor
spaces, liquid channels and lug sizes as well as the temperature drop From the
outside of the pipe to the evaporative interface. This temperature drop was
calculated to be 4°F. The liquid artery in the evaporator was changed to
_uj ...... ;rl dictm_C_r irl_ cLr'L_r'i_
depicted in Figure 3 were to be drilled in Porex (porous polyethylene) 120
micron pore size, used as the evaporator wick. The final version of this
design is given in Figure 4. An intermediate evolution, presented at the 15
November 1985 Program Review, is described in Appendix D. Ammonia was selected
as the heat pipe fluid.
Another heat pipe test element for task 1.2 was developed and tested
by Thermacore under contract: to LTV. The test element was a four (4) foot heat
pipe with a sintered wick external artery condensor and a sintered grooved
evaporator. The conceptual round evaporator was modified for ground (I-G)
testing by making it a flat surface with grooves. Description and test results
of the Thermacore heat pipe test element are presented in Appendix A.
Due to the evolving heat pipe requirements necessary for the Space
Erectable Radiator System, the 2kW design goal for a 50' heat pipe appeared to
be insufficient. Therefore LTV performed an additional analysis on a condenser
that would not limit the capability of the LTV evaporator. The results of this
analysis is described in Appendix E and tabulated in Table E-I.
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Fabrication for breadboard tests under task 1.2 for the single and
dual leg heat pipe test elements was started. Due to problems in the
fabrication techniques for the Porex wick evaporator, work was halted to assess
alternatives to drilling the arteries in the Porex. Several approaches were
considered, the most promising of which used sintered aluminum powder metal in
place of the Porex wick.
Under task 1.3 the design of the 25 ft. pre-prototype heat pipe with
a dual leg condenser was completed utilizing the Porex wick evaporator, and
long lead time items were placed on order.
Work on heat pipes for both tasks 1.2 and 1.3 was stopped due to the
fabrication problems of the porous wick and budget constraints. A presentation
on 24 February 1986 to NASA-JSC described the final status of the heat pipe
effort.
2.0
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
LTV has evolved a design concept for a round porous wick evaporator
external artery condenser that shows promise through performance
This round evaporator interface design allows uniform heat flux
(constant temperature) to be provided to the thermal bus condenser. LTV
predicts a temperature drop of 4°F from the outer surface of the evaporator
extrusion to the evaporating interface. Matched with a complimentary condenser
element the LTV evaporator design is predicted to give superior performance (up
to 7340 watts) to existing high capacity heat pipes now available. The
predicted performance exceeded by 2 times the SERS requirement with 100%
margin.
Until future developments of porous plastic material become available
to make a suitable evaporator wick, it is recommended that a sintered aluminum
porous wick evaporator be used in a pre-prototype test article. It is further
recommended that the Lockheed tapered artery condenser be coupled with the LTV
evaporator in the pre-prototype article. This test article would demonstrate
through testing that LTV's evaporator design offers improvement over other
round evaporator designs.
To demonstrate the full performance potential of the LTV design, the
porous wick evaporator should be matched with a porous wick condenser. A
prototype unit of this design should be built following successful completion
of the testing of the pre-prototype article.
APPENDIX A
THERMACORE REPORTS
&
TEST ELEMENT DESCRIPTION
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APPENDIX A
The following documents were received from Thermacore in response to
the fixed price contract issued to them as a consultant to LTV as required by
the NASA contract.
Letter No. LET269.1-85 describes the analysis requested for task 1.1,
Heat Pipe Concepts.
Letters LET269.2-86, 269.3-86 and 269.4-86 provide a description,
predictions and test data for the four (4) foot test element for task 1.2.
A-2
THERmREORE,In . I-lEAT TRANSFER 5P[-CIALISTS / ENGINEERING-MANUFACTURING
780 EDEN ROAD I LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17601 I 717-569-6681
f
(
In reply refer to LET269.1-85
Ms. Beth Sauer
LZV Aerospace & Defense Co.
1902 W. Freeway
Grand Prairie, TX 75057
Dear Ms. Sauer:
SUBJECT: LTV High Capacity Ambient Temperature Heat Pipes
During our September 6, 1985 meeting at Thermacore, LTV (John Oren, Beth
Sauer) requested us to optimize and analyze the performance for several
high capacity ambient temperature (HCAT) heat pipe configurations. The
intent of the analyses was to select and recommend a fifty foot long heat
pipe configuration capable of transporting 4 kW. The selection was based
on minimum mass, minimum /_T and ease/cost of fabrication. This letter
summarizes the results of our evaluations.
Our evaluations included the configurations presented during the September
6, meeting. These configuration are:
o
o
o
o
Capillary pumped evaporator/external artery condenser.
Capillary pumped evaporator/tunnel artery condenser.
Tunnel artery evaporator/external artery condenser.
Tunnel artery full length.
The results of these evaluations are summarized in Table I.
From Table I it is apparent that the best performing design based on
mass, /_T and ease/cost of fabrication is the tunnel artery evaporator/
external artery condenser. Figure 1 is a conceptual drawing of this
configuration. It has a mass of 7.4 kg for a 50 foot length. The next
best performing alternative is the capillary pumped evaporator/external
artery condenser. Figure 2 shows this concept. It has a mass of 8.2 kg
for a 50 foot length. A conceptual drawing of the capillary pumped
evaporator/tunnel artery condenser is included as Figure 3 to aid in
visualizing this configuration. However, it appears to be a less desirable
alternative since it has a mass of 16.2 kg.
The data for the Grumman Monogroove is included in Table 2. The monogroove
is capable of only 2100 watts over 50 feet and has a mass of II.I kg.
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September 18, 1985
Ms. Sauer
Thermacore has fabrication and test experience for tunnel artery and
external artery heat pipes. These are the primary elements in the best
performing 4 kW-50 foot (HCAT) heat pipe configuration shown in Figure
I. These heat pipes were made in nominal 3 foot lengths. The preliminary
test results show power levels of i000 watts with temperature drops on
the order of 5°C. Additional data will be provided as it becomes available
in the next few days.
If you have any questions on this letter or the enclosures, please feel
free to call me.
Sincerely L_/I
_/_./d_
Michael D. Keddy
Eng inee r
MDK/mln
Enclosures
P.S. Also included is a rough sketch showing the tunnel artery positions
for a 4 kW-50 foot ground test prototype.
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TABLE 2
KEY DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR A HIGH CAPACITY MONOGROOVE HEAT PIPE 1
Evaporator Length = 48"
O.D. = Non-c ircular evaporator
Wall Thickness. = .063"
No. Vapor Spaces = I
Hydraulic Radius - •295"
No. Arteries = 1
Artery Diameter - .393"
Slot Width = .009" - .016"
o /_T = > 20°C
o Mass = .73 kg/m = 11.I kg
o Working Fluid Temp. - 20°C
o _nax (tested) = 1200 W
o Qmax (theory) - -2100 W
I • Alarlo, J., Brown, R and Kosson, R; "Monogroove Heat
Pipe Development for the Space Constructlble Radiator
System"; AIAA 18th Thermophyslcs Conference; June I-3m
1983 • Montreal• Canada.
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780 EDEN ROAD / LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17601 / 717-54_-8E81
In reply refer to LET269.2-86
February 7, 1986
Mr. Fred ross, EM-53
LTV Aerospace and Defense Company
1902 West Freeway
Grand Prairie, TX 75051
Dear Mr. Voss:
This letter is intended to bring you up to date on the work being conducted
at Thermacore to develop a four (4) foot aluminum/ammonia heat pipe with a
powder metal wick structure. The heat pipe to be bu/it and tested under
this work effort should have the following characteristics:
O
O
O
O
O
O
Total length of 4 feet (nominal).
Evaporator length of 1 foot (nominal).
Condenser length of 3 feet (nominal).
Heat transport capability to be a scaler of at least 2 kW
for a fifty foot design (4 foot evaporator - 46 foot condenser).
An evaporator with a circular cross section.
A condenser wick system using an external artery similar to
that shown in Figure i.
The specific tasks taken in developing the four (4) foot pipe are outlined
below:
O
Initially two (2) evaporator designs _re considered (tunnel artery and
spoke). Sketches of these designs are shown in Figures 2 and 3,
respectfully. Both evaporator designs require transition pieces to
couple them with external artery condensers. The design of the tran-
sition for the tunnel artery was less complex than for the spoke and
was therefore the preferred design.
A three foot long aluminum/ammonia heat pipe was built and tested
under a Thermacore Internal Research and Development Program. This
heat pipe used tunnel arteries in the evaporator and condenser. This
w_s done as a first step toward fabricating the evaporator for the
four foot heat pipe outlined above.
A_ll
_.. -- - ,
Page 2
Mr. Fred Voss
February 7, 1986
o The measured performance of the tunnel artery heat pipe was less than
expected indicating: (I) the arteries were never fully primed or, (2)
vapor and/or noncondensable gas in the wick structure was inhibiting
the flow of liquid to the evaporator.
o Several additional tests were attempted to determine the mechanism(s)
causing the pipe not to perform as predicted. The tests were incon-
clusive.
Since the primary objective of this program _s to build, test and have
deliverable by mid-January a four (4) foot aluminum/an_Dnia heat pipe,
Thermacore decided to pursue alternative evaporator designs for this program
and resolve the problems with the tunnel artery and spoke artery on our own
funds.
Axial grooves were chosen for the alternative evaporator design. An
evaporator of this type would be capable of achieving the operating charac-
teristics described earlier and would require a minimal amount of develop-
ment and fabrication time.
A sketch of an axial groove/external artery heat pipe for waste heat
rejection on the Space Station is shown in Figure 4. One of the drawbacks
with this design is that the 1.5" diameter round evaporator cannot be tested
on earth. The grooves cannot lift the 1..5" diameter under 1.0 g.
An earth version of the axial groove/external artery heat pipe was designed
built and tested for LTV under Purchase Order No. 808364. The earth version
of the axial groove evaporator is made by laying the circumference of the
evaporator out flat as shown in the fabrication drawings included as
enclosures. In this way the grooves do not have to overcome the
gravitational force.
The test results for the four (4) foot heat pipe and predicted performance
for a fifty foot design are summarized below. Detailed results and perfor-
mance predictions are included as enclosures.
The ground test axial groove/external artery heat pipe carried 340 watts at
a static lift height of 0.05 inch. This value compares favorably with the
predicted value of 350 watts at 0.05 inch. The predicted performance for a
fifty foot axial groove/external artery heat pipe having a 1.5 inch diameter
four foot long evaporator is 2 kW and for a 2 inch diameter evaporator is
2.4 kW. Achieving power levels on the order of 3 kW is feasible based on
the following argument.
A-12
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Mr. Fred Voss
February 7, 1986
A key assumption made in predicting these performances was that the groove
depth was twice the groove width, (assumed to be a fabricating limitation).
An increase in the groove aspect, ratio, depth to width ratio, increases the
peformance of axial groove heat pipes substantially. Axial grooves in heat
pipes have been made with aspect ratios of 3.
As stated in our telephone conversation on February 4, 1986 a test outline
and drawing depicting experimental set-up will be forwarded in a few days.
Enclosed with this letter are:
Fabrication drawings for the four (4) foot axial groove/external artery
ground test heat pipe (I foot evaporator - 3 foot condenser).
o Performance predictions for a fifty (50) foot axial groove/external
artery _eat pipe (4 foot evaporator, 46 foot condenser).
o Test results for the four (4) foot ground test heat pipe.
The ground test axial groove/external artery heat pipe is available upon
request to LTV for further testing. Please advise. Upon forwarding the
experimented test procedures and test set-up, Thermacore's obligation on
LTV's PO# 803864 will be completed.
If you have any questions on the enclosures or need additional informa-
tion, please feel free to call me.
Sincerely2 i
Michael D. Keddy
Engineer
SDK/mln
Enclosures
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DISC_ON OF _ t_
The following discussion and supporting figures pertain to the perfor-
mance predictions for a fifty (50) foot heat pipe (4 foot evaporator - 46
foot condenser). These performance predictions are supported by experi-
mental data for a four (4) foot heat pipe.
Both heat pipes have evaporators with axial groove wick structures and
condensers with powder metal external artery wick structures. The predicted
performance of a rectangular axial groove/external artery heat pipe opera-
ting in space is shown in Figure A. Heat transport versus groove width is
plotted for i00, 200 and 300 grooves in the evaporator.
The curves show that maximum power is achieved for groove widths from
0.040 to 0.053 as the number of grooves varies from 300 to i00. The
corresponding range of maximum power is 3150 to 2400 _atts.
Figure B shows the relationship between groove width and heat pipe
evaporator diameter for i00, 200 and 300 grooves in the evaporator.
From Figure B it is apparent that a 1.5 inch diameter evaporator
(based on the diameter at the base of the grooves) having i00 grooves 0.038
inches in width is capable of transporting 2 kW when coupled with a 46 foot
condenser (external artery).
The predicted results in Figures A and B are tied to two n_jor assump-
tions concerning the fabrication of rectangular axial grooves: (i) that the
maximum groove depth is twice the groove width (i.e, the aspect ratio is,
2), and (2) that the minimum land thickness is 0.010 inches. An increase in
the aspec,t ratio would increase the heat transport capability of an axial
groove heat pipe markedly.
Some aluminum extruders have fabricated heat pipe envelopes with axial
grooves having aspect ratios of 3 and possibly more.
A-15
The predicted performance curves in Figure A are conservative.
Figures A and B show that a fifty (50) foot heat pipe with a 1.5" diameter
evaporator having axial rectangular grooves is capable of at least 2 kW.
A four foot heat pipe having a three (3) foot condenser and one (i)
foot evaporator was built and tested. The evaporator wick structure used
axial grooves with rectangular cross sections, and the condenser wick
structure used powder metal with an external artery configuration. Fabri-
cation drawings are enclosed.
Figure C shows the predicted and measured performance for this heat
pipes. The agreement between predicted and measured performance is good and
therefore suDstantiates the predicted performance for a fifty foot heat
pipe.
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POWDER METAL
WICK .
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HEAT PIPE
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780 EDEN ROAD / LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17601/ 717-869-6661
In reply refer to Let269.3-86
February 17, 1986
Mr. Fred Voss, E-53
LTV Aerospace and Defense Co.
P. O. Box 65003
Dallas, TX 75265-003
Dear Mr. Voss:
Enclosed please find a test procedure document and a sketch of the test
set-up used by Thermacore for testing the four (4) foot heat pipe
described in a previous letter (LET269.2-86). As mentioned in the
preceeding letter, receipt of this document completes Thermacore's
obligation on LTV's Purchase Order No. 803864.
If you have any questions concerning either the document or the sketch
or need additional information, please feel free to call me.
Sinc ere1_y,
Michael D. Keddy
Engineer
MDK/mln
Enclosure
I
I
I
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Enclosure I
February 14, 1986
TEST PROCEDURE
Four Foot Axial Gro0ve/External Artery Heat Pipe
PURPOSE:
This procedure documents the steps used to test the four (4) foot
heat pipe designed and built for LTV under Purchase Order No. 803864.
DESCRIPTION:
This test heat pipe is shown in the fabrication drawings enclosed
in the preceeding letter LET269.2-86 dated February 7, 1986, and has the
following characteristics:
o Evaporator (14 inches long)
I
!
!
o
- axial groove wick structure
- 80 rectangular cross-section grooves
(0.025 inch wide, .050" deep)
Adiabatic Section (18 inches long)
- powder metal wick structure
- Thermacore's external artery configuration
- 0.850 inch diameter vapor space
!
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o
- 7/16 inch diameter liquid space
Condenser (16 inches long)
- same wick structure and configuration as the
adiabatic section
I
I
I
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APPARATUS :
The testing of this heat pipe utilized the equipment shown in
Figure 1 and listed below:
o single pass water calorimeter clamped to the condenser of the
heat pipe.
o pump or water tap capable of 0 to 8 gpm.
o I/2 inch diameter copper water lines to and from the condenser
calorimeter.
o ice bath for cooling incoming water to around 0°C.
o scissors jack for raising and lowering the condenser end of
the heat pipe about +. 3 cm.
o dial indicator for measuring static lift height.
o copper heater block and electrical resistance heaters for
applying heat loads to the evaporator. Maximum total heat load _-_ 2000
watts.
o Type K thermocouples for measuring heat pipe temperatures and
water inlet and outlet temperatures.
PROCEDURE :
The procedure used for testing this heat pipe is as follows.
I) Set up the heat pipe and instrumentation as shown in Figure I.
2) With a slight gravity advantage (i.e., condenser higher than evapor-
ator) and with cold water flowing through the calorimeter operate
the pipe for a series of minutes at a power of about i00 watts until
the pipe is isothermal.
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3) Adjust the flow of water through the calorimeter until the heat pipe
is maintaining a constant operating temperature. (_ 0.2°C change in
temperature over five minutes is practical).
4)
5)
Take readings of heat pipe temperature profile, temperatures of
water in and water out of the calorimeter, volumetric flowrate of
the water through the calorimeter, and heat input to the evaporator.
Lower the condenser end of the heat pipe by about 0.025 inch. The
temperature in the evaporator will rise a few degrees and then begin
6)
to fall. Once the pipe has reached equilibrium repeat the measure-
ments in step (4).
Repeat step (5) lowering the condenser by _v 0.025 inch increments.
Dryout of the evaporator is reached when the temperature at the
furthest end of the evaporator rises but does not fall after a
period of five to ten minutes.
7) Once dryout is reached raise the condenser and repeat steps 2
through 6 for successfully higher powers.
It is important to note that axial groove wick structures are
sensitive to gravitational effects. They deprime very easy when in
operation against gravity. Care must be taken to ensure that the pipe
isn't subjected to vibrations or jolting while under test. When the
pipe is operating near its static lift height limit, the condenser
should be lowered by a series of small increments (_.010 inch). The
pipe should be allowed to come to equilibrium, and the condenser lowered
again until the point is reached at which data is to be collected. A
plot of test data and predicted performance for this heat pipe is
I
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included as Figure 2. This will aid the tester in knowing when he or
she is near the operating limit for the pipe.
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THERmACDRE,InC. HEAT TRANSFER SPECIALISTS / ENGINEERING-MANUFACTURING
780EDEN ROAD I LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 176011 717-569-6661
In reply refer to Iet269.4-86
March 6_ 1986
Mr. Fred Voss, EM 53 - 69460
LTV Aerospace and Defense Co.
P. O. Box 650003
Dallas, TX 75265-0003
Dear Mr. Voss:
Enclosed is the data you requested in our phone conversation on March 4,
1986. This data was collected in January, 1986, during the testing of
the aluminum/ammonia heat pipe developed by Thermacore for LTV under P.O.
#803864.
If you have any questions or need additional information, please feel
free to call me.
Sinc ere ly,
Michael D. Keddy
MDK/sle
Enclosures
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APPENDIX B
HIGH CAPACITY HEAT PIPE PORTION
PROGRAM REVIEW
23 AUGUST 1985
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APPENDICE E
DETAIL TECHNICAL PROGRESS AND SFATUS
FOLLOWING 15 NOVEMBER -I-@,86-lq_S
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This appendix presents the detailed technical pr.ogram and status of
heat pipe work subsequent to the 15 November 1985 program review. The
transition design presented in the 15 November 1985 Program Review was modified
for improved producibility, and is shown in LTV Drawings 83-29303 (Figure 4)
and 83-29304 for the single and dual leg test article, respectively.
Since the desired evaporator wick was l inch in diameter, a
fabricated wick arrangement was necessary because the Porex material cannot be
produced in rods greater than I/2 inch diameter or in lengths necessary to
complete the evaporator wick. Therefore, LTV designed the wick to be a l inch
Porex tube with a machined I.O. to have the I/2 inch Porex rod press fitted
within the tube. This design also necessitated a reductio.n of the drilled
liquid arteries from 25 to 19 so that an artery would not be on the interface
between the Porex tube and rod in order to reduce the potential that the
evaporator would not prime. Any gaps between the two surfaces could cause a
priming problem.
The reduction of evaporator liquid arteries to 19 was analyzed by our
"Heat Pipe Performance Analyzer"of Appendix F. For our current 25 ft. test
article for task 1.3 as well as the 50 ft. flight heat pipe at O-G the
reduction in the evaporator liquid arteries made no perceptible difference in
performance. The reason that the performance did not decline is that the heat
pipe is limited by the condenser performance.
A test request for the in-house element tests of task 1.2 was written
and released. The initial scheduling for the element tests was to start in
late January 1986 and be finished in February 1986 as shown on the program
schedule of Figure E-l. The required materials were ordered for the testing of
tasks 1.2 and 1.3. The 13 ft. condenser extrusion from LMSC for task 1.2 was
received from their imperfect stock. This extrusion with improper threads
would be suitable for the l-G element testing scheduled at LTV. All materials
were received for testing under tasks 1.2 and 1.3 except for the LMSC condenser
extrusion required for the pre-prototype model testing of task 1.3.
The test buiid-up and fabrication for the 4-5 ft. test element under
task 1.2 was begun in January 1986. A machining problem soon developed when
tryinq to drill the liquid arteries within the Porex material for the
evaporator wick. The liquid arteries needed to be placed in the Porex so that
each artery would have continuity into the artery location of the next section
of Porex. It 'was assumed that is was possible to drill the arteries six to
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eight inches of length without having the drill bits sway. Through trying to
drill the arteries it was learned that only 2-3 inches could be drilled in the
l inch tube or the I/2 inch rod without the arteries intersecting or protruding
through the walls. Even the two to three inch length did not produce a truly
parallel artery. Hence the next section was virtually impossible to produce
since the outlet artery locations of the first wick section would have to be
the beginning artery locations of the second section and so on.
With the problems encountered with machining the holes in Porex, new
avenues of attack were considered. First, an attempt was made to cut the holes
with a laser. The laser could easily be used to pinpoint the exact locations
for the liquid arteries. However, when the attempt was made, the laser melted
conical shapes in the Porex instead of round tubular holes. Even though never
tested, it appeared that the areas around the resultant laser cones had fused
together the porous material making it useless in the application intended. A
second method of producing the holes _ich was considered was the use of a high
pressure water drill. This system was not available within LTV and therefore
abandoned because of schedule and potential cost. Another method was to
redesign the evaporator wick to use either multiple Porex rods inside the l
inch Porex tube or to use several porous (aluminum) metal tubes inside the i
inch Porex tube similar to the evaporator in Figure 2. Upon analysis it was
determined that these methods either would not prime or would not allow for
liquid transport through the evaporator. Hence these methods were dropped from
consideration.
All of the previous considerations dealt with using the Porex (porous
polyethylene) material. The Porex was considered one of the best materials for
this application because its thermal conductivity is much lower than metals so
that it would not transfer heat as readily through the wick causing potential
dryout. Porex has been successfully demonstrated in capillary pumped loop
operation with ammonia as the fluid. However, the Porex material is not
produced with sufficient dimensional tolerances that are necessary for a heat
pipe wicking mechanism per LTV's design. The outer diameter of the tubes or
rods is not uniform down the entire length of the pieces. Also the hole of the
l inch Porex tubes was not on the centerline. The inner hole varied in
location from tube to tube.
E-4
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With the problems encountered with the Porex in machining and poor
dimensional tolerances, alternative sources of evaporator wick materials were
considered. Sintered aluminum powder metal with the evaporator liquid artery
passages formed in place were deemed the most advantageous. An advantage with
a sintered metal wick is that the pore size can be produced in a variety of
diameters. For sintered aluminum powder metal filled with the working fluid,
thermal conductivity was reported to us by Thermacore to be about I0% of the
base aluminum thermal conductivity. Two fabrication techn'iques were
considered. One was to have the evaporator wick sintered within the extrusion.
The second was to have the evaporator wick sintered free standing to be
inserted into the extrusion.
The first approach, "sintered in-place" evaporator wick provided some
advantages and concerns. LTV along with Thermacore felt that the
sintered-in-place approach provides a much higher confidence of producing the
evaporator with the 25 liquid arteries in the proper locations and maintaining
the wick material adjacent (without gaps) to the outer extrusion. The problems
with the "sintered in-place" approach are mainly cost and leadtime concerns.
The outer case extrusion {purchased from Mann-Made Inc. of Wylie, Texas) is
made of Aluminum 6063-T6. Because of the sintering process an extrusion of
either AL ll00 or AL 3003 that can handle the temperature range required for
sintering would be required. Also the low strength extrusion alloy (AL ll00 or
3003) would increase the wall thickness required thus adding weight and
reducing thermal performance. This extra wall thickness would also require
design changes to be made. It was concluded the "sintered in-place" design
would add six to eight weeks to the program schedule and incur significant
additional material and tooling costs.
The second approach, "sintered free standing" evaporator wick
required more effort to evaluate feasibility. The evaporator extrusions of AL
6063-T6 material could still be used. No redesign of the rest of the heat pipe
would be necessary. The main concern is inserting the sintered wick material
inside the aluminum extrusion. An effort to determine the best approach would
be required. Two procedures had been identified, one was to press fit and the
second was to shrink fit the wick inside the evaporator extrusion. The press
fit and possibly the shrink fit method might require machining the outside
diameter of the "sintered free standing" wick material. This machining
procedure had been successfully performed by Thermacore on other than aluminum
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alloys. This machining procedure requires the use of a melt away wax. The
shrink to fit procedure with sintered powder metal material to our knowledge
has never been performed. Therefore, some investigative testing with free
standing sintered elements in a shrink to fit procedure would be necessary.
Based upon previous strength tests on other sintered powder metal materials, it
is believed that the sintered aluminum powder metal has sufficient crush
strength to be used in a shrink-to-fit procedure. The shrink-to-fit procedure
should be less risk than the press fit procedure because there would be less
chance of a gap between the wick and the extrusion to occur. As previously
described a gap could cause the wick to de-prime.
At the point of cessation of heat pipe effort the sintered metal wick
approach was recommended, with the selection of "sintered-in-place" vs.
"sintered Free standing" left for further investigation.
Based on evolving heat pipe requirements for the Space Erectable
Radiator System (Contract NAS9-17495), the current 2kW design goal of this
contract appeared to be insufficient. Analysis on the SERS contract showed a
per panel requirement of 2500 to 3500 watts depending upon margins of 30 to
100%, respectively. With the 12 inch wide SERS panel and a 48 foot total
length (45' condenser) the heat pipe requirement would be 1750 watts. The LTV
desiqned evaporator with the Lockheed dual leg tapered artery condenser (0.48
vapor passage) is predicted to provide 2650 watts in zero-gravity and 0%
recovery by out heat pipe analyzer, Appendix F. Recovery (pressure recovery)
is the reclamation of the vapor momentum in the condenser that was lost in the
evaporator. The 2650 watt prediction allows only a 34% margin. The LTV
evaporator heat pipe design (1.75) inch diameter) would allow as much as 7500
watts performance when coupled with a comparable condenser. The use of a
sintered evaporator wick would allow wick pore diameter adjustment for the best
performance. Since the Lockheed tapered artery condenser has an effective pore
diameter of 432 microns, analysis was conducted on another condenser design to
provide the additional load to match evaporator capacity. The Thermacore 1
inch vapor passage external artery condenser extrusion (depicted in Appendix A)
with a sintered wick around the vapor passage and between the vapor and liquid
arteries was used for analysis with our evaporator. Table E-I lists the
results of the parametric analysis computed with LTV's Heat Pipe Performance
Analyzer. By adjusting the pore size of both the evaporator and the condenser,
a liquid transport limit for a dual legged condenser was determined to be 7340
E-6
TABLE E-I
HEAT PIPE PREDICTED PERFORMANCE
50 FOOT HEAT PIPE O-G
LTV EVAPORATOR (25 liquid arteries) 4'
THERMACORE CONDENSER (I" vapor passage sintered wick) 45'
LIQUID TRANSPORT LIMIT - - - WATTS
EVAPORATOR
PORE
MICRONS
40
60
8O
I00
120
150
40
60
8O
I00
120
150
CONDENSER PORE MICRONS
1O0 120 15,]
SINGLE CONDENSER
3310
5550
7080
58OO
3320
5560
7100
5810
5460
332O
5570
7110
5820
54 70
4960
3340
568O
7310
5980
w
DUAL CONDENSER
3340
5690
7330
6000
5650
335O
5690
7340
6010
5670
5150
Analysis conducted with LTV Heat Pipe Performance Analyzer, Appendix F
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watts at 80 microns pore size for the evaporator and 150 microns for the
condenser. This predicted performance is well above (more than twice) the SERS
requirements even with 100% margin. This design was not weight optimized.
The fabrication problems of the Porex evaporator wick caused LTV to
halt work on task 1.2 to formulate a new plan. After forming a plan to
continue including using the sintered powder metal approach as discussed
previously, LTV made a presentation to NASA-JSC on 24 February 1986 describing
the program status and recommendations for continuing the heat pipe work.
Because of budget restraints, NASA-JSC directed LTV to stop work on the heat
pipe portion of the contract except to produce a final wrap-up report.
Task 1.3 was to develop a 25 ft. pre-prototype heat pipe test
article. The design of a dual legged condenser heat pipe utilizing the Porex
wick evaporator was completed. The design is shown in drawing number 83-29306.
The Porex was the same 120 micron pore size as procurred under task 1.2. The
long lead time items were placed on order. In fact, the evaporator extrusion
and Porex we,re already received. The Lockheed condenser extrusion was the only
major material requirement that was not in-house. Lockheed had received the
extrusion but it had not been threaded. This condenser section was placed on
hold pending the NASA-JSC decision requested by LTV on 24 February 1986.
Limited thermal analysis of the 25 ft. pre-prototype heat pipe had
been performed. Analysis with a dual legged Lockheed condenser and 50%
recovery showed performance of 2880 watts in O-G. All other analyses
previously described were performed at 0% recovery.
E-8
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APPENDIX F
HEAT PIPE PERFORMANCEANALYZER
COMPUTER LISTING
F-I
D,_r)GRA_! ELSIETC
C I_IS PdOGRAI.; EVAL.JATES THr-,._ PRESSJ_E VRUP6 A__,,nCIC_ ATED .._IT,4
r A _IFAT .DIP_ OF LTV EVAP/ADIA:_ATIC, LOCKiI[.FD Cqt_fl 3kSI,,_,.
C ASS'IP,ES LAMINAR LI',_dIL), T'.Jf-_ULE_T V_F.3i< FLO_,!S.
!
!
I
I
IMPLICIT REAL (K-M)
3 I_-ILNS I Ur; _)P(4),DPT(4),F, EM(2n, 4)
C_,AK_CTL2 TITLE,_75, I,,_HE_::IO, ACOXJD(2)_:_:_
3ATA F'I/3.14IS_/C_MAX/IOOOO./AC!)N_)/ ' (Sinale','
GC = 32.173_3600_2
CO_JST = 0.317/8/4.-_.25/144/GC
CO'qL = 2._:144/GC
Cu",!W = I./144/GC
_4KITE(6,_) ' WHAT INPUT FILE?'
mEAD (5,1uOl) NA_E
CPE_ (B, F ILE=NA.ME, STATUS=' OLD' )
NP[I_ (9 ,FILE= 'ELSI ETC. Rr-.S', STATUS= 'NE','')
([_ua l ' /
ORIGINAL PAGE t3
OF ,POOR QUALITY
I
I
I
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A word about the inputs:C
r
C LF: length of evaporator
C (ft)
r O_: ID of evaporator; used in h_at flux calc, head calc.
C (ft)
C LA, LC: length of adia sec, cond
r (ft)
C hA, PC: IO of adia sec, cond
C (ft)
C OPE,DL'C: effective pore diameter of wick in evap/cond; used
C (_icrons) in pumping pressure calc
C R_,KC: oermeanility of wick in _vap/cond; used for pressure
C (ft-ft) drops in wicks
C _TE,wTC: wick thickness in evap/cond; is the average radial
(ft) distance the fluid must travel to/from the artery
C from/to the evap/conU-ing surface
C FUr-,_,FdC: average flow width for the fluid as described in
C (ft) WTE,WTC ... fluid traveling radially
C _ISL,JISv: dynamic viscosity of liquid, vapor
C (#Ift-h)
r t_,J_OL, _HOV: density of liquid, vapor
C (_Icu ft)
,r LP'_: latent neat of vaporization
C (DTbI_)
C SIb: surface tension
¢ (_/ft)
C _=_,' (oL: fluia wetting angle
r (degree)
r L,CLV, CGC,_: circumferential groove width, i groove
C fin)
C CGE"'T_, CGCC*TA: circ groove half includeo an_ale
C (degree)
C CC__TPI, CGCTPi: circ groove t_reads per inch
C (_rVL, (oCVL: total len}tb (not greater than DE, PC) of
C (ft) groovP/vaaor interface; used in calc of
C • pressure .IroDs in grooves
C _<CV_YI: amount of inertial pressure drop is to .be
C recovered in the cond
c !..AXTLT: maximum tilt desired in i/4 inch increments
F-2
C (in)
C ^P_I, WPAL, wPCL: wetted "Jerimeter of liquid r)assages
C (in/oassage)
r AFL, AAL, ACL: flow area of liquid oassages
r (in-in/passage)
C _EL, "JAL, ;4CL: number of liquia passaqes
C WP_V..., A6V..., 4FV...: as above out for va_or passables
r _LA: length of Porex wick in the transition section
C (ft)
r ,TA: wick thickness in transition section; i.e., averaqe
C (ft) distance radially from reservoir into wick
C F'.A: flow wioth, adiabatic section; the width of the Porex/
C (ft) liquid interface
C FLA: flow length, adiabatic section; length of Dorex/liauid
r (ft) interface
C i4CO_:L;: numuer of condensers
r (I,Z)
C
iq CO_!T IN'JL
_L_u (_,_,-,EHq=o99,ENP=)9o) LE, DE, LA, :)A, LC, i_C
RE.'_L (g,_-') bPE, DPC, F,E, _,C, _TE, WTC, FVE, FWC
DEAD (:g,_:) VISL, L'HOL, LA,.i, SIC., VISV, RH,)V, :JET;JGL
F!EAL. (_.,;:) CGEW, CGEPTA, CGETPI, CGCW, CGCE_TA, CGCTPI
r_b (g,_) GEVL, GCVL, RCVqYI, MAXTLT
_LAU (_,_) WPEL, A--L, ,JPAL, AAL, WPCL, ACL
OEAL: (g,;_) WPFV, AEV, 4P_V, AAV, WPCV, ACV
"?.L_U (g,_'-) HEL, rJAL, NCL, N_-V, NAV, NCV
£EAi) (R,:_,) ,VLA, WTA, F_'A, FLA, NCO_]L)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
C
(-
6"
r
r"
IF ("!CONg. NE.2) NCOND:I
TWL FOLLOJIr4G VAL:JES ARE FOR THF TRANSITION SECTION
L_,E'_ It,, U'JAt. CONU',_CNSER COqFIGtlRATION5. IT IS A V SHAPED
S_CTIOt_ _ITH A 5,_ DEG HALF I!_CLJL;FO A'_L_LE. T!4[ V LEG _, ^_F
5.6 I,_C_LS _:4) EACH LEG .HAS O'4L v,',POP, AN F) ONE LI,_UIF) PATti,
EAC _ _.EI_:G CIRCULA_ A:IL) SEPAi<ATF.. TH[ VAPO c_ DIAI,'.ETE_ IS
0.4'_ I.r',.Cf,E-Si,,:4_THE LIQI_I:) 0.25.
'vPTV=I. 50b0
LT=_.46666
^lV=0. Ic,lC
"ITV=I
kPTL=O .7354
_,TL.=O. 34¢;1
r,l-L= 1
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
c'L^.b (P,I:,CI) TITLE
W:iIIE(O,IO02) TITLE
PEAk (%,].091) TITLE
_I<ITF(Q,/OOI) TITLE
oE_U (_,iOOl) TITLE
'..,'kIl[(9,/Oql) TITLE
'.,'i,_I fF (),100O)
_,'r,llr:'-('-'),l_i03)/ISL, F'HOL
.,.'i'_ITF(O,].300) LA_ '._,SIG, WET;JGL
',.'r,.I T T (_, 20 C)0)
,,'i_ITE(0,1/O0) vISV, P_i)V
V._ITE (9,3UO0 )
w_-!ITC(O,35_0) LE, 9E;::12
',J:"IT{()_,3300) F).'L)E_, F-,F::-'144,.wTL-':.:12,FV.'EX:I2
Vr,ITF.(9,360(;) CGEw, CGEBTA, CGFT_I
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WRITE(9,31']0) WPEV, AE_/, hEY
_.'RI [E(9,32,30) _*JPEL, AEL, 4EL
Wi< [ TE( _, 4000 )
WRITE(O,3500) LA, !)AZ-'I2
'Jr<ITE(_,3700) ,_LA, _'TA::-'12, FWA::'-12, FLA
Wi<ITE(0,3100) ,¢PAV, AAV, IAV
WEI[E(Q,3200) WPAL, AAL, :_AL
WHITE(V,5000) ACON[) (,_'COND)
'_'_11E(0,3500) LC, DC;',-'I2
,'RITF(g,330,')) ")PC, KC_144, ^'TC;_12, FWC;'.;12
W_<IlE(-?,3600) CGCw, CGC.3TA, CGCTPI
_...'hIT_-(9,3lO0) :_PCV, ACV, :4Cv
'.,'.wITF(9,3200) ,_PCL, ACL, NCL
ORIGII_IAL F,_._E I3
OF @OOR QUALITY
\'R'.; = VISV-;_;;-'O.25/i..,it,3V
'TILL = ViSLIRHOL
O[-:E = :)PE_3.2L_E-6
Df'C = [)PC_:;3.2dF..-6
Calculate p'umnin5 pressures:
mPt.!_E = 2_,_SIG;;.-COSD(,_ET'4GL)/D_F:_2/144
r)P^'KC = 2_-'SIS=:_COSD(wE/qGL)/D_C:_-'2/144
DPC_E = 2_SIG_CUSC (WCTNGL) II2:#COSD(CGE_TA)/CGEW
CPCGC = 2,#SIG,#COSD(WETNGL)/12_'-COSD(CGC_,TA)/CGCw
riP(I) = DPWKC
_qP(2) = DP4KE
DP(3) = DPCGE
mP(4) = 9PCGC
C Convert vaoor data to feet dimensions; leave liquids in inches:
_#wUV = WPEV/I2
^EV = A_V/IG4
'_P_V = WPAV/12
_AV = AAVII_4
WPTV = WPTV/12
ATV = ATV/244
WPCV = *PCV/12
ACV = ACV/244
0 and 1 gee :
")0 600 IGr, AV = 0,I
ELFV/2 = '4AXTLT-._IGi<&V
DO 530 ELEV = I.C,ELEV2,0.25
IF (IGqAV.HE.0) WRITe{O,5500) ELEV
[;O 450 I!lbEX = l. 4
Ir (DPCINL)EX) .Lr.. O) GO TO 450
r input increasingly niqher heats (4arts)
r)o 40C IGP = 200,&'-!AY,100
'J'P = I ',,_P
)FLAG = 0.9
3bq ) = :_P:::3.4L3
C calculate system pressure drops:
r (individual pressure drop variables may be cross referenced
r i_ the write and format statements below.)
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when system drop exceeds total current oum_ing, back off
by I0 watt increments until equality is found:
IF (DPT(]Ng_X) .G1. _P(INDEX) .AND.
i QP .GT. 0. .AND. _P .LT. LJ_'.AX)THEI<
3FLAG = 1.0
3P = ,_P - I0
,30. TO 350
:-'L; QT = _ / L A r_ OitlG'INAL PAGE |_ I•
'_b'_Tr_= _!"0 r / ":c _ __ O_ POOR QUALrI_
OPr-.VI = COIw_..,<HOV.+,..(rIgOTI'JEVIk.,tOVIr-'II
( A E V I ,_P E V ) ,:-":',_2 ) ;',-":',:2 I
IDPEVV = CONST/2.75::_WPEV;;,-;:--1.25::_LE/AEV,:,-:::3;:--Vi<V
_',_(!,IDOT/NE V ) _::_L. 75
r _ # ,.)P.. . = D_EVI + DoEVV
ID P A V = C rjN S T _;_,.4P A v :_;;=] . 2 5 _--L A / A A V ;::.I-"3.1-"V R d
( 4D .q TI r,_.,,V ) ::--;_i. 75
P P T V = ( C n ;JS T _:v.'P T V "_',::_ !. 25 _-"L T / A T V ;',:::-"3 ,:_¢ 2 v
;:-"(MD O T,,')I ',IT V ),_=-_I. 75 );_(NCO NL)- I ) I
")PCVV = C0'TST/2.75_-'WPCV_-';:-'I.Z5;:-LC/ACV:._-_-.x;;:VRV
;._-(_90ThlNCV )_,-'_i.75
D.PCVI = -(OPEvI.',-'_C',IRYI)
DPCV = DPCVV + OPCVl I
DPCW = CON_:_Vi4L#,_TC/KC/FWC/LC m'IDOT/2
f)PAW = CON J_<VJ_L;;=',,'TAIKEIFWA/FLA_:--MDOTI2 m
I'_PCW = CO'NJ_V;iI_.,..,TE/_'F /FWE/LE .,-:-IDOT/2
)PTL =(CONL mWPTL;_2m LT/ATL;_m3,:=VPLm-M{)OTJ/NTL)_:
(',,C_,,_q-] )
DPCL = CO.',IL/2_WPCL;'..'*2_ LCIACL,_-I:3::-'VRL_I<_OTDI,_CL I
DP4LI= CONLI2,;'.'4PAL,_'-._2:_FLAI_AL,;'.::;3;::VRL,',_P_[_OT I'.AL
DPAL2= C ,tL/2_WPFL:, _ 2;::WLA/&EL:'.." 3_VPL_I'.Ir_OT , /_EL
DPEL = CONLI2_-WPFL,:-'_2m LE/AEL_:_3_VRL:,_M, hOT /:wEL •
!)PEG = 8/PI"_VHL::'"DOT/NEV_GEVL/NEV/_::DF/ I
C GEW,:-;_41CGE TP I ILE :._2 IOC ::-"12
IF (CGEBTA .E_. o0.0) DPEG = 0.0 i
DPCC = CONW_VRLmV, OOT INCVmPImDCIKCICGCw/LC/_, I
DPH = _HOL:_(DF+ELEV/12)/144;#IGRAV ii
DPT(1) = DPCV+DPCL+DDEG+_PCW
DPT(2) = DPT(I)+DPEL+OPH+DPEW+DPEG+DPEV+DPAV+DPTL+ I
F',P t_,_+[.)PAL 2+DPT V+DP ALl
OPT(3) = 0
r]PT(4) = DPCG I
I
when equality is found, save data ana _rint results later:
E L S E I _ ( iD P " E ;) . '_' 'l A X I lj _ i _ n . E ' ' _ I C I I <3 "_ i
l (F)pT(I;,DEX).LE.DP(I'4D_X) .A'!D. ,\_FLAG.Et_.I.))T_'E',!
,_L = _P_=(LE/P+LA+LC/(2-_;NCOND)):::12
'-IEH(1,INDE×) = DPEVV
:qEH(2,1NDEX) = DPEVI
_,£"I(3,[;'4_EX) = DPAV
ME 4(4,111QEX) = DPTV
:.'E'I(5,I:4ihEX) = or-_c\'v
"'E!i(6,1NgEX) = DoCVI
',IE>4(7,111DE_) = boCG
ME'I(_-, I,,IOEX) = L)PCV
:4E I(9,1,_DE v) = l)r'CL
HL'!(10,I.XJFX) = mPTL
ML I(II,INJrX) = mF'AL1
ME"I(12,1r4OFX) = E'P_,_
F-5
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4L_(14,1r,'bEX) = DPCL
_'.E'.(17, I>;uEX) = _PFu
;<E_!(IS,IHDFX) = c_p
HE'4(Ig,INOEX) = @L
',!['_!(20,1NDmX) = ._mPT(INDE×)
GG TC ¢50
OF "POOR QUALrry
E_'D I F
40 n CC'qT I NUE
45 (] C O,',JT I N:JE
Jl = I
9.0 475 J=2,4
I F (!"EM (i£, 3) -lT-uE '_ (I 3, J] ) -A_!0-.-r-}D (J) .GT • 0. ) Ji=J
4 75 C0t1 I N_JE
TOTDP = 0-.
hO" 430 J=l,i7
4_-,n TOTDP = TOTDP+M[_(J,JI)
'4_I [E('?,6000) [b'2AV,V,'E"(IS,JI),I",_'(l_" c" • JI),FLF Y
_RITE(_,6300)
_RITE(9,63IO) (:IEH(I,JIi, l=i,I7)
W[<ITE(9,6400) TOTL)P
IF (JI.E_.I) *RITE(9,6550) DP'_.KC, DPWKC-I['_(20,I)
IF (JI.EQ.2) WRITE(9,oSOO) DPWKE, PP4KE-_E_I(20,2)
IF (Ji.[_.3) _RITE(9,0600) DPCGE, DPCGE-HEV(20,3)
IF (JI.Eg.4) _'RITE(9,6_50) DPCGC, DPCGC-',!E':(20,4)
50 .n COt'_T I N',JE
60:1 CO'IT INUL
calc various, possible Limits:
_OE 4T = ACV/3.413=_I,ICV_=L&Mm(,GC:_SIGmRHOV/OPC/2);_.I.-0.5
',i_ITE(9,7000) _ENT
AbHAL = AEV_NEV
IF (AAVC, NAV .LT. AS_AL) ASVIAL : AAV;_NAV
IF (ACV_;ICV .LT. AS'4AL) AS'_.AL = ACV,-'_!,_CV
@SF)N = ASFIAL'.xRHOVcLAP'*660_=3bO013.413
_._ I TE (9,7100) 9SON
vMF = 5._r#29:_l:::DF_:L[
W_-IIE(9, 7200) .#iF
GO I0 lO
9_ STqP
in0n FO_FAT(IIX,.LI:OdI[ ppOmERTiiS:.)
In0] F C.P_..A T (A)
10O2 mO-_,_!AT (IHI,A).
llun FO<"AT(oX,'Viscosity (#1ft-h) =',4X,F7.4/
i O<,'b'ensity (_/cu ft) =',3#_,F9.4)
130 'n F'L}:;i',AT(6X,'Latent Heat (OTU/".) =',IX,F7.2/
i oV,,'Surface Tension (_/ft) :',IX,F3.6/
2 o<,"_etting Angle (de]) =',_A,F6.2)
2r_G,1 _0':';'.AT(IIX,'VAPO'._ PROP--_RTI_S: ')
3nL'¢ _'O:'7_"'_m (/IX, ' EVAPORATO# GEbMETRY:. )
31U(? FOs<:"AT(6X,'Vapor _etted Perimeter/Channel (in) =',IX,FO.5/
1 6;,'Vapor Flow Area/Channel (sq in) =',] <,Fq.S/
2 u v,,':Jumoer of Vapor Cnannels =',lk,14)
52U0 FO_,i AT(6X,.Liquid _'P/Channel (in) =',lX,Fg.5/
Z oY,'Liquid Flow Area/Channel (sq in) =',L/,Fq.5/
2 6X,"4urr. ber of Liquid Channels =',lX,14)
F-6
330n _O_AT(6X,'wick Pore _Jiameter (,.icron) =',IX,FS.I/
i OX,'wick Pernteahility (sq in) =',L_,F15.1%/
2 6X,'dick Thickness (in) =',IX,F9.S/
3 o)<,'wick i_adial Flow _idth (in) =',IX,FC;.5)
3500 FOL]hAT(6X,'Section Len,)th (f_) =',IX,F6.3/
i O_, 'Sect ion Diameter (in) =',IX,FA.3)
3/)u n mO_e.¢T(6\,'Circumferential Gronve Aidth (in) =',IX,Fg.5/
i OX,'C Groove Half Irlcluded _n lle (oeg) =',IY,F5.2/
2 ()Y,'C Groove Threaos oer Inch =',I_,F4.0)
37b n FDr_,AT(oX,"dick Le,lgt h (ft) =',lX,F_.5/
I O:<,'_ick Thickness (in) =',IX,Fq.5/
2 (,X,'wick Flow Width (in) =',IX,F9.5/
3 o×,'Liquid Flow Length (ft) =',lX,F9.5)
_,_un FU:_I'I._T(/IX,' _DIAr!ATIC SEOt'IET_Y: ')
.5000 FL)_P_T(IIX,'CO',IOF_;_SEn ,3rC).IET_Y:',A, ' Conaenser)')
5S00 FC.i'IiAT(ILX,' ',_-4.2,' in lILT
b;)uP cL_"F!AT (/2X,' ',II,'G GR/_VIIY
A iX,'Liquid Transport Limit (_) =',IX,CP..I/
i iX,'Heat Pipe Transport Jl_ (W-in) =',IX,FIO.I/
2 I <,'Heat Pioe Eva_)ordtor _Ipvation (in) =',IX,F4.2)
63UP FUQMAI(IX,'iiEAT PlPE V._ES_ I_<F r)ROPS (psi):')
O_IO FO'_I'!AI (o×,'Eva ,) Vapor Viscous =',2×,F9.6/
A OK,'cvap !apor Inertial =',1;<,F9.6/
oX,'Adiabatic Vapor =',5×,F0.6/
C oX,'V Transition Vapor =',2×,F9.6/
[, oT,'Cond Vapor Viscous =',2Y,F9.to/
L o)','Cond Vapor Inertial =',IX,FO.6/
F oX,'Cond ,_rooves =' ,3X,FV.O/
b OX,'Condenser Wick =',6X,Fg.0/
H oX,'Condenser Liquid =',4X,F9.6/
I O×,'V Transition Liquid =',IX,F9.6/
J 6;_,'Adiabatic Liquid =',4X,F9.6/
K oX,'Adiat)atic Wick =',6X,F9.6/
L bY,'Aiiabatic Liquio =',4X,F9.6/
M oA,'Fvaporator Liquid =',3X,Fg.6/
N oX,'Eleva_ion of Liquid =',IX,F9.6/
0 6Y,'Evaporator Wick =',5;_,Fq.6/
P O×,'Evap Grooves =',@X,Fg.o)
O'_U(_ FO_P, AT(OX,';_;',: TOTAL _',19×,_9.6/
I IX,'_'AXI;'!I"! WICKI_IG PRESSUkFS (psi):')
_5J n Fdr_'iAT(6x,'Evar)orator ''Wick'' --',
i IY,_7.5,3X,'[;ifference: ',FP.5)
o_5C n Li-_tAT ((X,'Con'Jenser ''dick'' =',
i E_,F7.5,3;(,'_]ifference: ',F°.5)
_AD_ C!];_iAT(6×,'EVaDorator ]roove =',
i IY,F?.5,3_I,'[Ci fferenc_: ',FR.S)
o_.50 FL;?P.AT(6X,'Condenser Groove =',
i 2Y,F7.5,3X,'L'ifference: ',FR.5)
thL ,n FU>FAT(/IX,'C_T_,AIIqME_T LI'_IT (_) =',IX,FIO.1)
71,) _ _J_-r,,AT(L_,'SO;_IC LIMIT (V) =',IX,FIO.I)
77(_P _C_hI_T(IX,'(RUUI,_r) F VAP) HE^T FLUY Lit IT (_') =',Ix,FIQ.i)
ci,_,
.)
./
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